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Allegretto non troppo

1 Let's
2 Let's
3 Come

go up on a Honey-moon to Venice, city fair, Where
go to love-ly Switz-er-land and up the Alps we'll climb, To
let us go to E-gypt, that is Phar-aoh's an cient land, A

all the gon-do-liers their love songs troll
gather Al pen-stocks and E-del weiss
Cam- el ride they say is sport u-nique

The 
We'll 
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Poets say no other town with Venice can compare, I should listen to the yodels out of tune and out of time, And we'll climb the pyramids and see Sahara's miles of sand, And we'll
dearly love a moon-light barcarolle.
slide down all those hills of snow and ice.
gaze upon those mum-mies so antique.

SPIEGEL
I don't care for Venice tho', I'll go there if I must,
Switzerland expensive, everything is steep and high,
I don't care for far-o, poker has it skinned a mile,
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I don't enjoy those Dago table d'hôtes When
charge for water in the finger bowls A
camel ride my stomach quite inverted And

I was once in Venice all the water pipes had burst, And the
sandwich made of schweitzer-kase will cost you seven francs, And they
what's the good of mummies? They look pretty much the same as the

people had to go around in boats But
charge you two francs extra for the holes But
skinny girls at home in hobble skirts Still
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REFRAIN.

I'd like to go on a honey-moon with you—No one nigh us,

none to gui us, just we two—Paris, London, Dublin, Berlin,

any old town will do—Any where, no matter where, Any

place I do not care, if you are there. there.
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